ABCastlehire Infatable’s declaraton
The Rodeo Bull/Surf Simulator is a high moton unit; it can create movement that the body is not normally
subjected to. You may present yourself at risk to the possibility of sprains, whiplash, bruising, broken limbs or
physical incapacity. Persons using this equipment do so at their own risk!

Disclaimer
By signing this form I am acknowledging the risks stated above. I understand and use this equipment entrely
at my own risk ann I will not hold ABC Infatable’s responsible for any injury occurring as a result of using the
Rodeo Bull/Surf Simulator. I have read and understand the conditons of use listed below and agree with the
following:
I will not wear shoes or take food or drinks, spectacles, keys, earrings, or other sharp objects onto ride.
I am over 1.2 metre’s high
I am under 18 stone
I am not pregnant
I am not blind or sufer impaired vision
I am not intoxicated either by alcohol or drugs.
I do not sufer from heart conditons, high blood pressure, epilepsy, or have neck spinal injuries, or are
recovering from surgery and/or recurring injury.
I will not use or go on the equipment unless instructed by the operator.
I except only one rider at a tme is allowed on the rodeo bull.
I understand users must be able to mount the rodeo bull unaided.

I understand that if I fail to follow the above terms and an injury occurs as a result it is
entrely my fault. I except if the equipment is damaged as a result of misuse I will be liable
to pay for the damage caused up to the full cost of replacement.
I the rider will have no redress against, ABC Infatable’s, the operators, the venue, or the
hirer.
I am aware i use this rodeo bull do so at my own risk.
Date:
Venue:

I have read and agree to ABC Infatable’s Rodeo Bull Terms and Conditons of use.

Print Name

Signature

Time on Rodeo Bull

Phone Number

